GRANTS

Jim Collins (LAI) & Jackyung Lee (CSEP) were awarded $4,000 in GSE funding for their research proposal “Classroom Observations and Analysis in Preparation for a Study of the Effectiveness of Writing Intensive Reading Comprehension Instruction in Low-Performing Urban Elementary Schools.”

Corrie Giles (ELP) was awarded $1,150 in GSE funding for his research proposal “Site-based Planning, Standards, and School Improvement.”

Suzanne Miller (LAI) was awarded $4,548 in GSE funding for her research proposal “Digital Video Production as a ‘New Literacies’ Tool: Case Studies of Urban Students Learning.”

Yoshiko Nozaki (ELP) was awarded $1,750 in GSE funding for her research proposal “The Defeat, Educational Reforms, and History Textbooks in Occupied Japan.”

PUBLICATIONS

BOOKS

Janice DeLucia-Waack (CSEP)


EDITED BOOKS

Janice DeLucia-Waack (CSEP)

Deborah Gerrity (CSEP)


CHAPTERS

Sibu Chalufu (ELP doctoral student)


Janice DeLucia-Waack (CSEP)


Janice DeLucia-Waack (CSEP)
Karen Briddbard (CSEP doctoral student)


Deborah Gerrity (CSEP)
Trica Peterson (CSEP doctoral student)


Tim Janikowski (CSEP)
Gloria Lee (CSEP)


Guofang Li (LAI)


Darren O’Hern (ELP doctoral student)


Edil Torres Rivera (CSEP)


Christine Wang (LAI)

ARTICLES

Doug Clements (LAI)

Doug Clements (LAI)
Julie Sarama (LAI)


Doug Clements (LAI)
Dave Wilson (Ph.D., 2002, LAI)
Julie Sarama (LAI)

Janice DeLucia-Waack (CSEP)

S. G. Grant (LAI)

Cindy Lynn-Garbe (LAI doctoral student)

Tim Janikowski (CSEP)


Teresa Lawrence (ELP doctoral student)
Michael Lewis (CSEP doctoral student)
Kathryn Sanborn (CSEP doctoral student)
Sarah McGreevy (CSEP doctoral student)
Kristen Tarquin (CSEP doctoral student)
Steve Truscott (CSEP)


Bob Stevenson (ELP)


**************************************************************************************************

PRESENTATIONS

Vladimir Ageyev (LAI)
Jason Goulah (LAI doctoral student)


Sibu Chalufu (ELP doctoral student)


Doug Clements (LAI)


Doug Clements (LAI)
Julie Sarama (LAI)


Jim Collins (LAI)

Catherine Cornbleth (LAI)


Greg Dimitriadis (ELP)


Stacey Farber (CSEP doctoral student)


Jeremy Finn (CSEP)


Sue Gerber (CSEP)


Sue Gerber (CSEP)


Corrie Giles (ELP)


Jill Gradwell (LAI doctoral student)


Jill Gradwell (LAI doctoral student)
Freeda Dickhut (LAI master’s student)
Brooke Hammer (LAI master’s student)


S. G. Grant (LAI)
Jill Gradwell (LAI doctoral student)


Steve Jacobson (ELP)


Steve Jacobson (ELP)
Lauri Johnson (ELP)
Corrie Giles (ELP)
Rose Ylimaki (ELP)


Lauri Johnson (ELP)


Lauri Johnson (ELP)

Patrick Finn (emeritus professor)
Mary Finn (Ph.D., 1980, ELP)

Jaekyung Lee (CSEP)


Guofang Li (LAI)


Lilliam Malave (LAI)
Dawn Carlson (LAI doctoral student)

Michelle McClellan (CSEP doctoral student)
Jeremy Finn (CSEP)

Suzanne Miller (LAI)
Vladimir Ageyev (LAI)
Suzanne Miller (LAI)
Suzanne Borowicz (LAI doctoral student)


Suzanne Miller (LAI)
Elaine Casler (LAI)


Darren O’Hern (ELP doctoral student)


Gina Pannozzo (CSEP doctoral student)
Jeremy Finn (CSEP)


Raechele Pope (ELP)
Terri Miklitsch (ELP doctoral student)
Matt Weigand (ELP doctoral student)


Barbara Rascoe (LAI)

Dorothy Rissel (LAI)

Julie Sarama (LAI)

Touorouzou Some (ELP doctoral student)

Christine Wang (LAI)


Jie Wang (ELP doctoral student)


Lois Weis (ELP)


Rose Ylimaki (ELP)

Diane Zigo (LAI)

*****************************************************************************************************************************************

THIS ‘N’ THAT

Sharon Brooks (ELP doctoral student) was nominated by her department and accepted as one of the forty graduate students from across the country for the 2004 David L. Clark National Graduate Student Research Seminar in Educational Administration and Policy. This seminar is sponsored by Divisions A and L of the American Educational Research Association (AERA) and Corwin Press. Students will have an opportunity to interact with accomplished scholars, while getting invaluable feedback on their own research projects. The seminar will be held April 16-17, 2004 at the AERA annual meeting in San Diego, CA.

Rosemary Callard-Szulgit (Ed.D., 1979, ELP) reports that her website is now available at: partners-for-excellence.com.

Craig Centrie (Ph.D., 2000, ELP), Lois Weis (ELP), and Michelle Meyers (ELP doctoral student) organized a special opening for attendees of the GSE Graduate Student Research Symposium at El Museo Francisco Oller y Diego Rivera Gallery, 91 Allen Street, downtown Buffalo. El Museo, founded by Centrie, is the first and only visual arts organization in Western New York that is dedicated to the exhibition of visual arts by artists of color. The opening, March 31, 2004 from 7-9 p.m., will feature a private showing of the work of two Native American artists, Mike Martell and Tom Huff. Wine and hors d’ouvres will be served during the event and free parking will be available behind El Museo. This special showing is in honor of Paul Willis, keynote speaker for the April 1, 2004 GSE Graduate Student Research Symposium (for more information about the symposium: wings.buffalo.edu/gsa/new_elp/symposium04.html).

Doug Clements (LAI) and Julie Sarama (LAI) were the editors for the recent special issue of *Mathematical Thinking and Learning* on learning trajectories. (See the Publications section for the two articles they wrote for this issue.)

Janice DeLucia-Waack (CSEP) and Susan Horrocks (CSEP doctoral student) are co-chairs for the 3rd Annual New York Association for Specialists in Group Work Conference “Group Interventions from a Multicultural Perspective and other Presentations on Group Counseling and Therapy.” The conference will be held May 13-14, 2004 at the University Inn and Conference Center, 2401 North Forest Road, Getzville. The featured speakers are Michael Garrett from Western Carolina University and Edil Torres Rivera (CSEP). To learn more, visit: www.acsu.buffalo.edu/~jdelucia/nyasgw.html.

Scott DeWitt (LAI) successfully defended his dissertation *Computer Use in High School Social Studies Classrooms: A Comparative Study Within Social Class Context* from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Greg Dimitriadis (ELP) co-authored a book chapter “Globalizing Pedagogies: Power, Resentment, and the Re-narration of Difference” (from the 2001 book *Multicultural Curriculum*) that was recently included on a short reading list for participants in an Intensive Training Workshop for Afghan Curriculum Developers, sponsored by UNESCO, Kabul. The workshop was attended by 32 Afghan educators and held in Tehran, Iran. According to the program, the event was held (in part) “To identify curricular issues to be addressed in educational reconstruction in Afghanistan in view of promoting the quality of learning.” Dimitriadis also organized and is chairing a roundtable discussion at AERA on Dennis Carlson’s new book *Leaving Safe Harbors: Towards a New Progressivism in American Education and Public Life*. Participants are Peter McLaren, Cameron McCarthy, Lois Weis (ELP), and Glenn Hudak. (See listings for Dimitriadis and Weis in the Presentations section.)

Jeremy Finn (CSEP) and Gina Pannozzo (CSEP doctoral student) organized the AERA symposium “Project STAR and Beyond: A 17-Year Quantitative/Qualitative Study.” (For papers presented during this symposium, see listings for Finn, Gerber, McClellan, and Pannozzo in the Presentations section.)


Jim Hoot (LAI) was guest editor of the 25th anniversary theme issue of the *Journal of Early Childhood Teacher Education*. The issue, volume 24 (2), is called “Reflections on our Past, Challenges in our Present, and Visions for our Future: NAECTE Celebrates 25 Years in Support of Teachers of our Nation’s Children.”

Steve Jacobson (Associate Dean, GSE) signed a contract with publisher Lawrence Erlbaum Associates for a textbook entitled *School Leadership and the Administration of Human Resources*. His co-author is Thomas Ramming (Ed.D., 1994, ELP), superintendent of schools for the Grand Island Central School District.

Tim Janikowski (CSEP) was appointed Board Member to the Institute for Professional Development in the Addictions (IPDA), Albany, NY.

Adam Johnson (ELP doctoral student), a long snapper on the UB football team, competed in the Hula Bowl in Hawaii on January 17, 2004. The Hula Bowl, played annually since 1947, gives college football all-stars the opportunity to display their talents to National Football League scouts. Johnson’s uncle, Bob Johnson, was a Pro Bowl center for the Cincinnati Bengals from 1968 to 1979. This year’s Hula Bowl was broadcast live on ESPN.

Jenifer Lawrence (Assistant Dean, GSE) and Tom Frantz (CSEP) have been appointed to the Board of Directors of the Niagara County Mental Health Association.

Teresa Lawrence (ELP doctoral student) has been selected as Outstanding Educator of the Year by the School Administrators Association of New York State. She will be recognized at a ceremony on April 30, 2004 in Saratoga Springs.

Lois Weis (ELP) reports that her book (co-authored with Michelle Fine) *Silenced Voices and Extraordinary Conversations: Re-Imagining Schools* (Teachers College Press, 2003) won the American Educational Studies Association Critics’ Choice Award for 2003.
René Wroblewski (LAI doctoral student) has been hired as an assistant professor in the Department of Special Education’s Advanced Inclusive Processes program in the School of Education at St. Bonaventure University. Wroblewski’s position begins in Fall 2004.

****************************************************************************************************

Please send your accomplishments by e-mail exactly as you would like to see them printed (where applicable, please follow the *APA Style Manual - Fifth Edition*, if possible) to GSE Assistant Dean Jenifer Lawrence at *jlawrenc@buffalo.edu*. Please remember that (1) submissions may be edited for consistency and style considerations, and (2) accomplishments will only be included one time in the Bulletin. For example, an article that is listed as (in press) will not be recognized in a later Bulletin when the article is actually published. Thank you.
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